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Welcome
David Esfandi
Chief Executive Officer

We meet with challenges at every stage of our lives,  
and life can often be unpredictable as demonstrated by 
the recent surprise vote for the UK to leave the European 
Union. The future is always uncertain. So perhaps the 
most important question you can ask yourself today is 
‘how prepared financially am I for the future?’ It is well 
documented that a worrying majority of working-age 
people in the UK have vastly inadequate provision in 
place for their retirement – a situation that can only 
worsen as we continue to live longer. 

Thankfully, with careful planning and prioritising, you 
can help ensure your long-term needs are met – and 
look forward to a more secure and comfortable later life. 
During the month of September we published our ‘Great 
Expectations’ guide and accompanying video series that 
seeks to help you identify some of these key challenges, 
and start planning a more prosperous future for you and 
your family. Extracts of this guide have been included 
in this edition of News & Views: ‘Innovation in the UK 
– what’s new?’ (pages 15-18), ‘Sensing the Future of 
Technology’ (pages 19-21), ‘Investing for a Sustainable 
Future’ (pages 22-24), ‘Building for the Future’ (pages 25-
27) and ‘When you’re 64’ (pages 28-30). If you would like 
to receive a full copy of the Great Expectations guide  
which features external contribution from former 
Pensions Minister Baroness Ros Altmann, please  
do get in touch with your Investment Manager. 

We have also recently launched our WealthHub. Here 
we will keep you up-to-date with what’s going on in the 
investment markets and provide helpful tips with regards 
to financial planning, as well as interesting articles and 
videos on the wider wealth management landscape.  
We’ll be adding to our WealthHub over the next few 
months with #CGWMeducate videos, easy-to-read 

viewpoints from our Chief Investment Office, our 
responses to news, case studies and downloadable 
guides. Please take a look and let us know what you 
think: www.thewealthhub.canaccordgenuity.com 

With the US presidential election looming, the race to 
the White House is sure to dominate the headlines over 
the coming month. Financial markets would undoubtedly 
prefer a victory for former First Lady, Hillary Clinton but 
according to the opinion polls – anything could happen. 
Nigel Cuming, Chief Investment Officer, provides an 
update on the US economy within his Global Investment 
Market Review and Outlook on pages 4-9. 

In the UK it is difficult to assess what long-term impact 
the vote to leave the EU will have on the economy as 
Article 50 has yet to be invoked. Richard Champion, 
Deputy CIO, discusses this in detail in his UK Market 
Review and Outlook (pages 11-13). 

Our featured stocks this quarter include; broadcaster, 
Sky; Europe’s largest supplier of plastic packaging,  
RPC Group; private equity fund, HarbourVest; and 
innovator, Apple. 

On Friday 4 November we will host our annual  
investment conference at Canada House with guest 
speakers including author, broadcaster, journalist and 
lecturer, Anthony Hilton. If you would like to join us  
please email us: CGWMevents@canaccord.com

I hope this issue of News & Views offers stimulating 
scenarios and ideas that resonate with you; some 
may inspire you to reappraise or rethink your current 
arrangements. If you’d like to discuss any of the issues or 
possibilities raised in our articles, please don’t hesitate 
to get in touch. You can call us on +44 20 7523 4554 or 
email: wealthmanager@canaccord.com.
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Global Investment Review and Outlook

Great 
Expectations

Nigel Cuming
Chief Investment Officer

The trend of improving global  
equity markets continued into  
August, with many markets  
flirting with or exceeding  
all-time highs.

The third quarter began with a continuation of the rally 
that started when investors bought into the sharp sell-
off following the unexpected Brexit vote. After the initial 
shock, sentiment improved on the back of some positive 
core economic data, and the increased expectation 
that interest rates would now remain lower for longer 
– and possibly fall further. Sentiment also improved as 
a result of better than expected US corporate earnings 
which, given current high valuations, is the key to further 
progress for US equities. As always, economic data was 
mixed, although US consumer household spending was 
strong as a result of ongoing declines in unemployment 
and a ‘perfect’ pick up in wage growth. 

The trend of improving global equity markets continued 
into August, with many markets flirting with or exceeding 
all-time highs. US consumer confidence climbed to its 
highest level for nearly a year which helped consolidate 
the quarter’s equity market rise. While in the UK, the 
Bank of England’s 0.25% interest rate cut, plus a larger 
than expected stimulus package, helped 10-year Gilt 
yields fall to record lows.

However, the equity market rally (see Figures 1-3) has 
lost momentum in recent weeks and markets appear 
tired. This is to be expected as historically September 
is a difficult month for risk assets and, with most equity 
indices at or around all-time highs, further impetus 
is required to push them higher. Global growth is not 
particularly impressive but is just about sufficient to  
allow equity valuations to rise further. As for the Eurozone,  
which has so far shrugged off any Brexit concerns, the 
balance of probability would suggest that, when markets 
do finally break out of their tight trading range – which 
cannot be sustained indefinitely – it is more likely to  
be on the upside. 

The impact of Central Banks
As we have commented many times over the last few 
years, the activities of the Central Banks are, to a 
great extent, driving markets. Despite the recent sell-
off in the bond markets (see Figures 4, 5), which was 
largely the result of fears that Central Banks would be 
less accommodative going forward, they will continue 
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to underwrite markets simply because they have to. 
Although some commentators felt that the measures 
announced in August by the Bank of England were 
unnecessary, the door remains open for another  
interest rate cut to 0.10% in November. 

In Europe, ECB President Draghi did not extend  
the asset purchase programme out to September  
2017 as expected, citing both the lack of inflationary 
pressures and the resilience of the Eurozone economy  
to “continuing global economic and political uncertainty”. 
He is, however, well aware that further stimulus is 
required to maintain the recent modest improvement  
in the European economy, especially as there is still the 
risk of deflation given August’s inflation number of a  
mere 0.2%. The ECB Committee has been asked to 
examine all stimulus options going forward, raising  
the possibility of some innovative measures later  
in the year.

Undoubtedly there is a degree of investor  
complacency which stems to a great extent from  
the belief that Central Banks can underpin financial 
markets indefinitely. However, there is growing talk  
that while Quantitative Easing has resulted in significant  
asset price appreciation (which benefits only a small 

percentage of the population), it has achieved very  
little for the real economy. This has led to speculation 
of a potential policy change as governments come to 
realise that monetary policy now has to be augmented 
by fiscal stimulus. Which explains a growing expectation 
both in the UK and the US that governments will soon be 
embarking on new infrastructure projects to stimulate 
the economy. There is even talk of the possibility of 
‘helicopter money’ i.e. the issuance of short-dated  
money vouchers to consumers. Obviously any short- 
term benefits from such measures would be offset  
by a deterioration in the inflation outlook, which would 
unsettle global bond markets to say the very least.

Towards the end of the quarter our investment 
committees discussed whether the recent sell-off at the 
long end of government bond markets indicates a loss 
of investor faith in Central Bank policies and is a dress 
rehearsal for a future bond market meltdown. This sell-
off, which started in Japan but given the present high 
correlation between global bond markets could soon 
spread elsewhere, was not, we believe, as a result of 
panic selling. It was more a result of a decision by the 
Bank of Japan both to take some froth out of an over-
extended market and to engineer a steeper upward  
 

yield curve – essential if banks are to make any  
money in the present interest rate environment. 

Given that more bond markets are now at negative yields, 
as a result of Central Bank activity, how much protection 
can they provide in future during times of equity market 
turbulence? Yields are artificially low but given that 
interest rates are, with the possible exception of the  
US, likely to remain low – possibly going lower still in 
the UK and Europe – there appears to be no compelling 
reason for the bond market ‘bubble’ to burst in the short 
term, although we are wary of medium-term prospects. 
We are watching the inflation numbers closely because, 
should Central Banks fail to respond to any worsening 
inflation numbers by not raising interest rates, there 
could be a very serious credibility issue. 

A market crisis averted
In the UK, the quick resolution of the political  
crisis following the Brexit vote – the appointment of 
a new Prime Minister, combined with the actions and 
assurances of the Bank of England – managed to avert 
what could have been a market meltdown. As Article 50 
is unlikely to be invoked until well into 2017, the problem 
has been kicked down the road for the time being, but it 

has not gone away. Triggering Article 50 is likely to lead 
to a resumption of uncertainty which could take its toll on 
the economy. The latest Treasury average of independent 
forecasts still suggests growth next year of 0.7%. 
This may prove optimistic as investment and capital 
expenditure is likely to be put on hold and household 
expenditure will be adversely impacted by imported 
inflation resulting from sterling’s decline (see Figs 6, 7). 

It is too early to be confident that the UK can avoid 
a technical recession next year. Admittedly, recent 
economic data has rebounded after plummeting in July 
but it will be several months before the data starts to 
reflect any post-Brexit slowdown in the economy.

The situation State-side 
The US equity market remains an easy one to own 
given the better relative economic fundamentals, 
notwithstanding the present political uncertainty  
ahead of the Presidential election:

• The economy is running along nicely and Q3 data  
was stronger than expected after a weakish first half, 
with the payroll data picking up from the June low 

• The US is enjoying better economic growth than  
most of the developed world 
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Undoubtedly there is a degree  
of investor complacency which  
stems to a great extent from  
the belief that Central Banks  
can underpin financial  
markets indefinitely. 

• Monetary policy has proved very effective and US 
companies are well represented in attractive sectors 
such as technology, healthcare and infrastructure 

• Further progress is dependent on corporate earnings 
improving but should the oil price hold at present levels 
and re-establish a trading range, the energy sector will 
cease to be a drag on the overall earnings outlook. 

There should, therefore, be some scope for revenue 
growth in 2017. Concerns about rising wage costs eating 
into corporate profit margins as the economy approaches 
full employment may prove misplaced as they have been 
relatively subdued so far. 

While the election polls still suggest that a Clinton victory 
remains likely, the margin is small and Mrs Clinton’s 
recent health scare, with the inevitable accompanying 
rumours, is likely to undermine her position. Therefore a  
Trump victory cannot be ruled out, especially as populism 
is on the rise globally. And while the economy is improving, 
hardship amongst some demographic groups remains 
and, as we have already seen with the Brexit vote, polls  
are not necessarily reliable. Financial markets would 

prefer a Clinton victory and a continuation of the status  
quo. But it is likely that a Trump victory would produce  
a US dollar and US Treasury sell-off (due to an implied  
greater budget deficit) and an equity market rally. 
However, what is important in determining the 
effectiveness of the next US President is who controls 
Congress and there are a variety of possible scenarios 
here. However, given the likely closeness of the vote, pre-
election nervousness is a possibility and US markets may 
struggle to make progress until after the result is known.

In conclusion
As has been the case so often in the past, we find 
ourselves having a reasonably constructive outlook  
for risk assets on a six to twelve-month viewpoint, but  
feeling that most markets are still a little overextended  
in the short term. We are, therefore, happy to maintain  
a modest underweight to equities, but our mindset 
remains to use any future equity market weakness  
as a buying opportunity. 
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The US equity market  
remains an easy one to  
own given the better relative  
economic fundamentals.



 

Will you be 
joining us?
Friday 4 November

To us there are no foreign markets.™

AUTUMN INVESTMENT CONFERENCE

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management is delighted to invite you  
to our Autumn Investment Conference on Friday 4 November, hosted  
by the High Commission of Canada, Canada House, Trafalgar Square,  
London, SW1Y 5BJ.

We hope you are able to join us and hear from our in-house experts  
and key industry leaders.

Contact Vanessa King to register your interest 
T: +44 14 8173 3907  |  E: cgwmevents@canaccord.com News & Views | Q4 2016 11

Richard Champion
Deputy Chief Investment Officer – UK 

UK Equity Market 
Review and Outlook

UK Equity Market Review and Outlook 

The third quarter of 2016 began with UK financial 
markets reeling from the shock impact of the Brexit vote. 
In the first few trading days after the referendum, sterling 
fell sharply; from US$1.50 on the night of the vote to as 
low as US$1.27 to the pound. Interest rates also plunged, 
as investors feared the worst – the UK 10-year Gilt yield 
fell close to 0.5%, having started the year at nearly 2% 
and equities nosedived, with the FTSE 100 falling below 
6,000. At an economic level, there was an immediate 
collapse in a range of confidence indicators, such as  
the widely followed Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index.

In equities, any sector or company exposed to the 
UK economy, irrespective of actual prospects, was 
punished severely. Share price falls of 30% or more 
were commonplace; housebuilders, UK-focused media 
companies and support service providers were all hit. 
Most financials suffered, too. Some, like Lloyds Bank, 
which derives 100% of its revenues from the UK, were 
sold down because of their perceived ‘Britishness’. 
Others, particularly insurers, were hurt by the impact  
of falling interest rates. In addition, there was a notable 
divergence between the performance of larger and 
smaller companies – the latter suffering more.

Conversely, exporting companies (of which the UK 
market has relatively few), those earning the bulk of 
their earnings from outside the UK (e.g. mining and 
pharmaceutical) and defensive plays like utilities, all 
prospered. As sterling fell, the translation of overseas 
earnings back into devalued pounds meant that profits 
and dividends expressed in sterling, automatically rose  
– an impact reflected in share prices. There was an  
almost perfect correlation between the percentage  
of UK revenues and share price performance. 

The result of this mix was that the sharp falls in UK 
shares were quickly reversed, as the impact of the 
large proportion of overseas earners in the FTSE 100 
outweighed the relatively smaller proportion of  
domestic ones. 

In addition, the surprisingly quick Tory party  
leadership resolution and subsequent installation of 
a new government provided some stability and more 
visibility. Theresa May’s new administration has clearly 
indicated a willingness to be more flexible with austerity, 
possibly presaging a significant round of infrastructure 
investment, to help calm fears over the outlook for  
the economy. 
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Then there were some aggressive policy moves by the 
Bank of England in early August: a cut in the base rate 
to 0.25%; an expansion of QE; the addition of high-
quality corporate debt to its shopping list; the provision 
of a special term facility to ensure interest rate cuts are 
passed on to consumers by banks; and a relaxation of 
capital adequacy requirements to allow more headroom 
to lenders.

As a result, the very same sectors that had been hardest 
hit initially recovered strongly – many approaching pre-
Brexit levels. For instance, housebuilders Persimmon  
and Barratt Developments, both of which we continue  
to like as investments, initially fell by around 40% each  
before recovering by around the same amount in 
percentage terms. The picture was similar for ITV,  
Next, Whitbread and Aviva – all examples of  
companies we hold for clients.

In an almost perfect mirror image, the more defensive 
and overseas-oriented companies that had benefited 

initially post-referendum tended to drift lower afterwards. 
British American Tobacco, up 23% in the immediate 
aftermath of the vote, has since dropped by around 6%. 
Unilever, Smith & Nephew, National Grid and Rio Tinto 
all behaved similarly. The overall FTSE 100 equity index 
pushed upwards from below 6,000 to close to 7,000, but 
has since dropped towards 6,800 at the time of writing, 
and the FTSE 250 also recovered. Indeed, once dividends 
are added back, in total return terms both the FTSE 100 
and the FTSE 250 indices made all-time highs over  
the summer.

Elsewhere, there was a sharp rebound in the Markit  
PMI Index and, despite initial fears of a collapse in 
economic activity, to date there has been very little 
evidence of much of a slowdown – either here or in 
Europe. Gilt yields have also increased to nearly 0.9% 
from their lows of 0.5%, driven largely by more global 
factors and sterling has stabilised above US$1.30  

to the pound.

This all leaves us at a delicate juncture
There is a sense that we are living through a kind of 
‘phoney war’ regarding the effects of Brexit on the UK. 
Article 50 has yet to be triggered so it is impossible to 
draw firm conclusions as to the longer-term impacts  
since no negotiations have taken place. We may well  
see declines in activity building out from here, as 
companies begin to plan for the new environment.  
And in the wider world, it’s likely that the US Federal 
Reserve may raise interest rates, possibly in December, 
once the presidential election is out of the way. With 
government bond yields remaining low, this has the 
potential to cause a repeat of the ‘taper tantrum’  
of early summer 2013.

On the other hand, the Bank of England has made it  
clear that it may yet reduce base rates still further, 
perhaps to 0.1%, as it continues to act aggressively  
to underpin the economy. Furthermore, in a monetary/

fiscal double whammy, Chancellor Philip Hammond 
is expected to announce an increase in government 
spending, possibly on ‘shovel-ready’ infrastructure 
projects. Finally, overseas and globally oriented  
investors in Britain are now so overwhelmingly negative 
on the prospects for UK equities that fund flows are more  
likely to be positive than negative. When a position 
becomes so consensus, it is often the right course  
of action to become contrarian. 

What is clear to us is that periods of volatility in  
UK shares are likely; valuations are rather high – very 
high in fixed income markets – which makes for an 
unstable underpinning for asset prices. Nonetheless, 
at the moment, we continue to see these periods of 
turbulence providing opportunities to pick up strong 
long-term stories at good prices, but our caution has 
increased in the shorter term.

There is a sense that we are  
living through a kind of ‘phoney  
war’ regarding the effects of Brexit 
on the UK. Article 50 has yet to be 
triggered so it is impossible to draw 
firm conclusions as to the longer- 
term impacts since no negotiations 
have taken place. 
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Justin Oliver
Deputy Chief Investment Officer

Innovation in the UK  
– What’s New? 

UK Stocks 

We’d all love to be  
invested in the ‘next big 
thing’, but all too often they 
can be fraught with danger 
and the investment risk/
reward does not stack up. 

However, well-established innovative businesses 
with a future-orientation are definitely worth further 
consideration. Their focus on research and development 
means some of these companies are adding real value  
to their business model, thereby ensuring their  
future sustainability. 

Much of the innovation we are seeing is technology  
driven – but when it comes to technological innovation, 
we need to start in the US – where it really is bigger 
and better. Think about Apple, Microsoft and Alphabet 
(Google’s parent) who are the three largest listed 
companies by market cap in the entire US and dominate  
the technological innovation scene. Add Amazon and 
Facebook and you have five of the top six American 
companies – all in the technology sector. The United 
States is undoubtedly the clear global leader.

This accolade is in sharp contrast to the UK market, 
where the top 20 are mostly:

• Integrated oil companies (Royal Dutch Shell, BP)

• Miners (BHP, Rio Tinto, Glencore)

• Banks (HSBC, Lloyds, Barclays) 

• Consumer staples (Unilever, Reckitt Benckiser)

• Tobacco (BAT, Imperial Brands) 

• Beverages (SABMiller, Diageo). 
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At present, the largest pure-play technology company in 
the UK, which ranks a lowly 22nd place, is semiconductor 
firm ARM. Sadly, it’s about to go the way of the dodo, 
having agreed to be acquired by Softbank in July for 
£24bn. With ARM gone, the dubious honour of being  
the largest UK technology stock will go to Sage,  
which designs accounting software for SMEs. 

However, to conclude that UK PLC is devoid of  
innovation would be a mistake. Although on its way  
out, ARM is perhaps the best example of the UK’s 
ability to punch above its weight in developing niche 
technologies. Founded in Cambridge in 1990, the 
company designs the blueprints that enable the 
production of energy-efficient computer chips that  
power products from smartphones to tablets to watches. 
Having successfully fended off US tech giant Intel, ARM 
is now the clear market leader in chip design with its 
ubiquitous products. Each day, more than 60% of the 
world’s population touch a device carrying an ARM chip.

So, if you’d rather invest in a UK-based future-orientated 
company than go State-side, where might you look?

Innovators in the UK: the four big  
names to watch 
1. Smith & Nephew
UK innovation shines most brightly in the healthcare 
sector. Smith & Nephew is an £11bn global medical 
technology business with a pioneering approach to  
the design of advanced medical products and services.  
They market several ENT products, including coblation 
wands for tonsil and adenoid removal. 

Coblation is an innovative non heat generating  
process using radiofrequency energy which causes  
the tissue to break down rather than being burnt away.  
By removing targeted tissue and minimising damage 
to the surrounding structures, tonsillectomies are 
significantly less traumatic and painful than in the  
past. As a result, post-operative pain, complications  
and hospital stays are greatly reduced when compared 
with traditional surgical procedures. 

Smith & Nephew also produces advanced wound 
management products. These include anti-microbial 

So, if you’d rather invest in  
a UK-based future-orientated 
company than go State-side,  
where might you look? 

silver dressings, which use silver’s natural anti-bacterial 
properties to prevent new infection getting into surgical 
wounds, while significantly reducing existing infections. 
Another innovation is state of the art hip replacement 
technology, which allows surgeons to perform minimally 
invasive surgery. This limits the need to cut soft tissue, 
improving hip stability and decreases the risk of 
dislocation. It also significantly reduces the time spent  
in hospital and allows early access to physiotherapy.

2. GlaxoSmithKline
Another example of innovation in the UK healthcare 
sector is GlaxoSmithKline – who boast an impressive 
track record of bringing ground-breaking products to 
market. They’ve developed a range of drugs to treat  
major diseases ranging from asthma and cancer to 
diabetes and mental health, and they are currently  
on the cusp of receiving approval for the world’s  
first malaria vaccine. With £3.1bn invested last  
year in the development of new medicines and 
treatments, Glaxo’s future contribution to global  
drug innovation looks secure.

3. Centrica
Centrica, the owner of British Gas, may not seem  
the most likely company to feature in an article about 
innovation in the UK. Nonetheless, a couple of years ago 
they launched Hive Active Heating which allowed people 
to control both their heating and hot water from a mobile, 
laptop or even tablet. Incremental improvements have 
followed, with the latest iteration allowing customers to 
control the heating in different parts of the house  
through their mobile app. 

This is a ruthlessly competitive market, which Google 
entered in 2014 after paying US$3.2bn to acquire 
California-based Nest Labs – a home automation 
company that designs and manufactures smart 
thermostats and smoke detectors. Other companies  
in this field include Honeywell, the world’s largest  
aircraft engine manufacturer, as well as tado°, a niche 
German start-up with fewer than 100 employees. Even 
so, Hive continues to attract new customers and well  
over 200,000 people in the UK now use this product.
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4. Just Eat
Perhaps one of the more unusual pieces of  
innovation we’ve seen recently is from Just Eat,  
who announced last month that they will trial robots to 
deliver takeaway orders in London this year. The robots, 
which are developed by UK-based Starship Technologies, 
have onboard cameras to monitor their surroundings.  
If necessary, human operators in a command centre  
can take control. Whether these robots become the  
new norm for takeaway food delivery remains to be  
seen. If one thing seems certain it is that food delivery 
firms such as Deliveroo, as well as more traditional 
methods of delivery such as Royal Mail, should be 
watching their progress closely. 

The recent history of innovation suggests that it’s  
unlikely that the next Facebook or Google will spring 
out of the UK rather than from Silicon Valley. However, 
stranger things have happened, as all the companies 
we’ve discussed above clearly show. In our view, 
innovation in the UK looks well placed to continue 
making a significant contribution to global technology 
advancements for several years to come. 

Sensing the Future  
of Technology 

Technology

Innovation is at its best when 
it changes lives for the better –  
be it in health and wellbeing, 
education, entertainment or 
in the workplace. We explore 
exciting tech stock, AMS, 
which ticks all of the above  
– and as such, we believe  
is one to watch.

It’s extraordinary to think that September 2016  
marks the 10-year anniversary of Facebook’s shift from 
being a university-only student network towards open 
registration. And with the latest iteration of the iPhone 
now able to do everything from paying in a restaurant  
to hailing a taxi, it’s hard to believe that 10 years ago  
the original iPhone was still in development – or that  
the first model was only released in June 2007. 

The question is, what do the next 10 years hold  
for advancements in technology – and how can we 
expect our lives to change or even improve as a result? 

As we ponder the future of technology, it is also 
interesting to consider its appeal as an investment 
proposition – who is the next Facebook or Apple? 
Opportunities will certainly exist if we can identify  
those companies harnessing technology that  
anticipates consumer needs and delivers  
outstanding business growth.

One key innovation is set to be the ‘Internet of Things’ 
(IoT) which creates connections and communications 
between devices and systems. And while it may be 
foolhardy to try and predict how we’ll be interacting  
with technology 10 years from now, a number of  

In our view,
innovation in  
the UK looks well  
placed to continue 
making a significant 
contribution to  
global technology 
advancements.  
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forward-looking organisations are starting to invest  
in this exciting development. One recent example is 
Softbank, who agreed to pay US$32bn to acquire ARM 
Holdings – a UK company focused mainly on designing 
processing chips for smartphones, but with clear 
indications of becoming a major player in the IoT  
by moving into industries such as machinery  
and automotive. 

Building on this thought, here we take a closer  
look at another exciting tech stock of the future:  
AMS, an Austrian company at the forefront of building  
the future ‘smart home’, as well as advancements in  
other industries.

A smart choice: AMS
Spanning both hardware and software development, 
AMS designs and manufactures products in the areas of 
sensors and sensor interfaces, power management and 
wireless. And although this technological terminology 
might not mean an awful lot, you may well be familiar 
with its day-to-day applications: 

Tracking your fitness
With built-in sensors, fitness bands are becoming  
the must-have accessory in the emerging wearables  

market. Worn when exercising or sleeping, these bands 
offer continuous monitoring of heart rate, stress level, 
blood sugar level, air quality and step counting. AMS 
products are also well suited to smart watches and 
sports watches, where users require accuracy and 
extended intervals between battery recharges. 

The next generation of AMS sensors are likely to  
be able to measure blood pressure, oxygen levels in  
a wearer’s bloodstream and their respiration rate – 
offering significant scope for these devices to be used  
by the NHS. Patients could be issued with a mobile 
health band which automatically monitors their vitals  
and books a GP appointment if deterioration is detected 
– thus avoiding a potential admission to A&E if the 
problem were left untreated. 

Noise cancelling devices
Another area where AMS deploys sensor expertise is in 
the design and manufacture of sensors for headphones 
and headsets that filter out background noise. Not only 
does this technology improve the listening experience, it 
also has a medical application by reducing the need to 
increase volume to drown out background noise which, 
over time, can cause stress, exhaustion and in some 
cases noise-induced hearing loss. 

The electronic wizardry uses a microphone to transmit 
ambient noise to a processor, which then creates an 
identical 180° inverted wave that is sent back to the 
headphone speaker – effectively cancelling out the 
ambient noise wave. Importantly, because it is designed 
to work at low frequencies, people won’t miss important 
acoustic signals, like an ambulance passing by. 

It’s easy to see how the use of these sensors could be 
extended to mobile phones and hearing aids to improve 
comprehension during conversations. 

Gesture sensors
By interpreting hand or face gestures, sensors will  
enable computers to understand human body language 
– a big step forward from traditional communication 
through just text or graphical user interfaces. Beyond 
gesture sensors, research is focused on emotional 
recognition and using cameras and mathematical 
algorithms to interpret sign language. 

AMS products already include a sensor that allows 
machine operators on a noisy factory floor to control 
their machines; a mechanic to print an invoice with just 
a simple hand signal; or a driver to accept calls or direct 
their satnav system. 

Still in its infancy, the potential applications for this 
gesture sensor technology are very exciting and there is 
significant scope for innovation over the next decade. 

Contactless payments
AMS’s boosted Near Field Communication (NFC) sensors 
improve communication between wireless devices as 
their sensors don’t require the orientation to be lined-up 
exactly. This means smartphones and wearables can be 
used to perform contactless payments immediately and 
without hassle – facilitating larger volumes. They can 
also be used on public transport for either payments or 
access control. 

Identifying innovative opportunities
While this may all sound quite far-fetched, it’s important 
to remember that few had heard of Microsoft Windows 
30 years ago. AMS is just one great example of a 
company working hard to bring us innovative ideas  
that will change the way we live our lives. Not just in  
our future ‘smart homes’, but also in healthcare, where 
they are even developing technology to scan a glass of 
water for infection simply by shining a ray of light at it.  
We believe they are deserving of the moniker ‘tech stock 
of the future’. 

AMS is just one great example  
of a company working hard to  
bring us innovative ideas that
will change the way we live  
our lives.
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Sustainable Investing

Will Oulton
Global Head, Responsible Investments 
First State Investments 

A sustainable definition?
In recent years, the notion of ‘sustainability’ has  
become of increasing interest. Public debate has  
focused on what is a positively sustainable product  
or service? And what company activities or behaviours 
can be described as positively sustainable?

However, there are differing views on what  
sustainability means and no global consensus on a 
definition. The term is derived from the Latin sustinere  
(to hold; put up with; sustain). Sustain can mean to 
maintain, to support or to endure – and so can be  
thought of in relation to activities that:

• Contribute to the health of the ecosystem

• Avoid environmental degradation and resource scarcity

• Promote social equality, health and cohesion

Even more simply put, positively sustainable products, 
services, activities and behaviours ‘do no harm’. 

Since the 1940s, economic data has superseded all 
other data – with profit margins and short-term stock 

prices often driving corporate strategies; and national 
policies dominated by GDP growth forcasts. As is now 
well known, profit margins and/or GDP do not tell 
decision makers anything about the health of a workforce 
or the environment of a nation. They also provide few 
clues as to the dependencies on environmental and 
human capital or emerging trends and opportunities.  
But it is these very factors on which ‘sustainable 
investment’ places a great deal of emphasis. 

Sustainable investing aims to not only identify  
companies that are adapting to changes, but are also 
best placed to profit from it in the long term. In response, 
many companies are spending considerable resources 
on promoting their own sustainability credentials. For 
example, Marks & Spencer’s Plan A programme so  
called because, as they say, there is no Plan B for  
the planet. 

Sustainability is becoming big business and is 
increasingly being identified as a key driver of long- 
term investment performance.

Investing for a  
Sustainable Future
With large companies wising up to the importance of adopting 
and promoting sustainable business practices, contributor 
Will Oulton considers the impact on the investment industry, 
and the increasing need to balance social and environmental 
responsibility with positive financial performance.

Is sustainable investing a Generation Game?
A key driver of interest in sustainable investment is 
generational. Millennials (those born in the 80s and 
90s) are much more attuned to sustainability and social 
justice than any generation before – partly due to social 
media and partly because sustainability has been taught 
in schools for some time now. By 2025, it is estimated 
that Millennials will comprise 25% of the US population. 

There are many potential implications to this including:

• Perceived unsustainable or socially controversial 
businesses will have difficulty attracting and  
retaining talent

• More investment schemes will undergo greater 
scrutiny of their actual investments by their clients  
and beneficiaries

• Social media will enable a greater degree of peer  
to peer investment activity, putting pressure on  
greater disclosure of environmental and  
social impacts

Sustainable investing  
aims to not only identify  
companies that are adapting  
to changes, but are also best  
placed to profit from it in  
the long term.

5 things you need to know  
about sustainable investing

Academic studies reveal1:

1. 80% show that the stock price performance 
of companies is positively influenced by good 
sustainability practices

2. 88% showed a positive correlation between 
sustainability and operational performance

3. 90% find a relationship which points to superior 
sustainability practices reducing a firm’s cost  
of capital

4. After reporting environmentally positive events,  
stocks show an average outperformance of 
0.84%. Conversely, after negative events,  
stocks underperform by -0.65%

5. Investing in sustainability has usually met, and 
often exceeded, the performance of comparable 
traditional investments on both an absolute and 
a risk-adjusted basis, across asset classes and 
over time2.

1 Clark, G. Feiner, A. Viehs, M. (2015) – From the stockholder to the stakeholder.
2 Morgan Stanley (2015) – Sustainable Reality: Understanding the performance of 
sustainable investment strategies.
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• Millennials will want investment advice on the same 
terms as they get from other businesses – digitally 
delivered, socially/environmentally conscious, cheap 
and networking oriented.

Millennials’ values and beliefs will create a desire  
to understand the social and environmental impacts 
of their investments. This will shape their investment 
choices and drive more interest in investments which 
show positive and quantifiable societal impacts, 
compared to those where such impacts are, at best, 
unclear. Although competitive financial returns will 
remain important, there is a desire to align  
investment performance with a positive impact,  
reflecting the individual’s values. 

Will sustainable investment help drive 
sustainable business activities?
For the providers of financial products and services, 
the desire of investors to understand the social and 
environmental impact of their investments is an 
important social trend – and one that has the  
capacity to fundamentally challenge the shape  
of the investment industry. 

 

Over the next decade, as the number and affluence  
of Millennials reaches its peak, they will have a  
major influence – and if investment professionals  
are to successfully win the trust and business of future 
generations, they will need to exhibit a higher degree of 
environmental and social consciousness. When making 
investment decisions on behalf of clients, they will need 
to consider how they will allocate their clients’ capital 
to sustainable and productive purposes – and carefully 
balance the impact of their investment activities while 
delivering a financially positive performance.

With investment professionals increasingly making 
investment decisions on sustainable grounds, it is a 
strong message to send to company management that 
encourages, rather than undermines, the adoption of 
sustainable business practices – which can only be a 
good thing for investors, the economy and wider society. 

Lee Burnham 
Senior Investment Manager

One of the biggest  
financial issues for young 
people today, and probably 
for future generations, is  
the question of whether  
they can afford to buy  
a home of their own. 

House prices in some areas have wobbled slightly since 
Brexit, but the chronic housing shortage means we are 
unlikely to see values plummeting in the short term. 

There are 27 million dwellings in Great Britain (23 million 
in England), with 63% owner occupied and 20% privately 
rented. Ownership has fallen from around 70% to around 
63% over the last decade.

Only around 160,000 houses were completed in  
Great Britain last year, compared with 220,000 in 2007. 
This pales in comparison with the long-term level needed 
to bring the market into equilibrium, which was estimated 
at between 200,000 and 300,000 during last year’s 
general election.

What are the prospects for investment 
in the UK housing market? 
As a Wealth Manager, unfortunately we’re not in a 
position to directly help our young people onto the 
housing ladder, but we thought it would be interesting 
to take a look at the state of the UK housing market – in 
part to determine if our previous attitude to investing in 
housebuilders was still justified; and in part to see what 
could be the outlook for the UK housing market for the 
next generation looking to the future.

Building for the Future 

Housebuilders

This Financial Promotion has been prepared by First 
State Investments. Views expressed are their own and 
do not necessarily represent those of Canaccord Genuity 
Wealth Management.
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There are few sectors in the FTSE 350 which sold off as 
aggressively as domestic housebuilders in the immediate 
aftermath of Brexit. Having already fallen by an average 
of 4% in 2016 during the lead-up to the referendum, 
the share prices of the eight largest UK housebuilders 
plunged a further 26% on the day of the Brexit result  
and continued to slide over the next few days. Although 
they have staged a partial recovery, they are 17% below 
where they closed on the day of the referendum (at the 
time of writing). 

At Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management we have 
been bullish on housebuilders for some time – investors 
have been rewarded handsomely both in relative and in 
absolute terms, with an average total shareholder return 
of 61% over the last four years. However, we now need 
to reappraise the situation to decide whether the risk/
reward balance remains favourable. 

The factors that make things difficult for first-time  
buyers are more positive for builders, particularly the 
current chronic undersupply of existing housing. Our 
investment case was largely predicated on the fact that 
the sector was still supported by this, plus other factors 
which include:

• An abundance of cheap land

• Moderating build cost inflation

• An ongoing decline in the number of small builders

• Reasonable affordability

• A growing UK economy

• The Help-to-Buy and London Help-to-Buy schemes 
running until 2020.

Having reviewed these factors we believe that although 
the outlook has deteriorated, it’s by no means broken – 
and we still consider there to be opportunities within  
the UK housing market in a post-Brexit world: 

1. Cheap land
In general, land prices roughly track house price  
inflation, which has risen sharply in recent years. 
Typically, land accounts for around 20% of revenue. 
However, since the global financial crisis land price 
inflation has been almost non-existent due to the bulk  
of affordable land available for building at margins in 
excess of 20%. 

2. Moderate build cost inflation
Build costs, split equally between labour and  
materials, account for over half of sales revenue. 
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The factors that make things  
difficult for first-time buyers are  

more positive for builders,  
particularly the current  
chronic undersupply of  

existing housing.

However, in the lead-up to the referendum, build cost 
inflation moderated to around 3-4% after new UK brick 
capacity was brought online, while apprentice programs 
for both ex-service personnel and school leavers were 
launched. Additionally, despite weaker sterling, we don’t 
anticipate a large impact on material costs as most are 
sourced domestically. 

3. Small builders struggling to compete
Historically, small builders accounted for 50% of UK 
volume, but their market share is in structural decline 
as they struggle to compete due to a lack of financing 
firepower and limited operational economies of scale.

4. House price affordability
There are two ways to consider affordability: A) the house 
price income measure and B) mortgage service costs as 
a percentage of incomes. A) is the average house price to 
income ratio, currently 5.3x, which is well below the 2007 
peak of 5.9x but above the long-run average of 4.2x. B) 
is currently 29% compared to the long-run average of 
36% and the peak of 47% in 2007. This shows that while 
house prices are by no means cheap, and certainly don’t 
feel affordable to first-time buyers, they are in line with 
historical averages. 

The market is clearly concerned that the UK’s  
exit from the EU will be damaging to house prices. 
Admittedly, the biggest unknown is how the UK economy 
will perform from here. Nonetheless, given the factors 
discussed above as well as the Help-to-buy and London 
Help-to-buy schemes running to 2020 we feel that at the 
current valuation, housebuilders should underpin any 
sustainable UK investment strategy. 

Hopefully, young homebuyers will win either way: if  
house prices do fall substantially, they may be able to  
get on the housing ladder, while if the market remains 
stable, building companies will stay in business and 
increase the housing supply.

Hopefully, young homebuyers  
will win either way: if house  
prices do fall substantially, they  
may be able to get on the housing 
ladder, while if the market remains 
stable, building companies will  
stay in business and increase  
the housing supply.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of  
future returns. 
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When you’re 64

Wealth Planning

David Goodfellow
Head of Wealth Planning

Given our increasingly 
ageing population, and just 
14% of people prioritising 
saving for retirement1, a 
national pensions’ crisis 
seems inevitable. We 
consider the facts and 
figures, and provide  
some top tips to help  
you on your way to a 
comfortable retirement.

At the start of the 20th century, the life expectancy of a 
male living in England and Wales was 48, whilst women 
could expect to live until 52. Those who lived longer than 
average typically worked until the age of 74, so very few 
people actually drew a pension. 

Circumstances are different today. Most of us look 
forward to a long retirement and have aspirations  
for it, such as travelling or spending time with  
our grandchildren. 

Whatever our preferred post-career lifestyle may be,  
one way of achieving it is via a pension. However, as with 
life expectancy, pensions are changing quickly. Not long 
ago, many employees could depend on their workplace 
pension scheme to provide an assured income in 
retirement, but employers today are reluctant to offer  
the generous final salary schemes they once did, as  
the ever-rising average age of UK residents makes  
these plans increasingly expensive to run. 

Burying our heads in the sand
Despite much being done in the last 10 years to  
increase people’s awareness of the need to take 
ownership of their retirement and start planning for it, 
many of us still believe that the State and our employers 

will pay our way in old age. In fact, we should be both 
planning for a longer retirement and accepting greater 
responsibility for our finances after we’ve finished work.

If we are to realise our aspirations and attain our  
desired quality of life in later years, we simply need 
bigger pension pots than before. Even more importantly, 
we need to start planning for retirement as early  
as possible. 

When should I start planning  
for retirement?
As long as you have some disposable income – 
immediately. People in the UK are enjoying longer 
retirements than ever before, and this is primarily  
due to two factors. 

Firstly, we are living longer – by the end of the 20th 
century men lived on average to 76 and women to 81, 
meaning that people were living around 28 years longer 
than at the start of the 20th century.

Secondly, we are actually retiring younger – on average 
at 62. What this data reveals is that retirement is new to 
us. Even a lay logician could deduce that if 116 years ago 
we retired at 74 and died at 48 – on average – then there 

were very few pensioners. They also conclude that  
now the exact opposite is true: if we now work until  
62 and die at 76 or 81, the majority of us can expect  
a long retirement. 

How can I start planning  
for retirement?
Whether you are unemployed, an employee, a partner 
or self-employed, you can contribute into a pension. 
Employers are legally bound to offer workers access to a 
workplace pension scheme, whilst anyone self-employed 
or unemployed who can’t invest in an occupational plan 
can pay into a personal pension, such as a SIPP (Self 
Invested Personal Pension) or a stakeholder policy. 

Pensions are the most tax-efficient wrappers available 
to investors, with up to 45% income tax reclaimable on 
contributions. What’s more, many employers see their 
defined contribution workplace pension schemes as a 
valued and affordable benefit, so they offer generous 
contributions to their employees. If you’re an employee 
and not currently a member of your company’s pension 
scheme, ask your HR department for details. 

You don’t have to be a high earner to enjoy a  
comfortable retirement, so long as you start investing 
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Fig 9: Pension forecast

1. Survey conducted by YouGov on behalf of Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management. Total sample size was 2,011 adults, of which 1,091 were 
workers aged 18-64 and 265 have £100k+ of investable assets. Fieldwork was 
undertaken between 10 - 11 Aug 2016. The survey was carried out online. The 
figures have been weighted and are representative of all GB adults (aged 18+)

This is for illustrative purposes only. Your capital is at risk. the value of investments and the income from them can go 
down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. 
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Pensions are the most tax- 
efficient wrappers available  
to investors, with up to 45%  
income tax reclaimable  
on contributions.

young. As Figure 9 shows, a 25 year old contributing 
£200 each month (including employer contribution) can 
generate a healthy pension to supplement their state 
pension. If they were to contribute £200pcm until the 
age of 68, rising in line with inflation at 3%, and if that 
pension generated returns of 5.75% per annum,  
they’d have a fund of £741,337 on which to retire.

Are there any recent changes to 
pension rules I need to be aware of?
In 2015, legislation was introduced that provides  
people with greater control over how they spend, save  
or invest their pensions. These reforms included enabling 
people to access their pension from 55, removing the 
requirement to buy an annuity to generate a guaranteed 
income until death, and providing access to income 
drawdown schemes that were previously only  
available to wealthier pensioners. 

Income drawdown enables people to remain invested  
in retirement whilst offering them the opportunity to take 
money from their pension as and when they need it. With 
annuity rates in freefall since the UK’s vote to leave the 
EU, it could be argued that income drawdown has  
never been so attractive to retirees. For example, as  
of 8 July 2016, a 65 year old could only expect a yield  
of £5,069 per annum from an annuity of £100,000. 

Alongside the new freedoms, the 2015 legislation 
introduced a change in the tax treatment of deceased 
individuals’ pensions. Beneficiaries will now either pay 

tax at their own income tax level – with the money they 
receive added to their earnings to calculate this – or, if 
the person who dies is under 75, there will be no tax to 
pay. This means that leaving some of your pension to  
your estate may be a tax-efficient way to plan your legacy. 

Sky 
Share Price  859p
12 month high 1,127p
12 month low 797p
P/E 12 month forward 14.5x
Dividend yield 12 month forward 4.1%
Dividend cover 12 month forward 1.7x
Net Debt as at 30/06/2016 £6.8bn
Source: Bloomberg and Quest®

Note: All data as at 19 September 2016. Rebased to 100

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns

Featured Stocks

Sky plc has over 30,000 employees, 22 million 
customers and 600 pay channels across the Group. In 
addition to satellite TV, it offers broadband and telephony 
to subscribers, and the 2014 acquisitions of Sky Italia 
and Sky Deutschland propelled the company to the  
No.1 pay-TV broadcaster in three out of the four  
largest European markets.

The company’s strategy is to broaden the business by 
expanding into new markets, opening up new customer 
segments and developing more products and services. 
They aim to be the home of the best content from around 
the world, delivered with market-leading innovation 
across multiple platforms with best-in-class customer 
service. Management are well positioned to deliver on 
this strategy in Germany, Italy and Austria given that they 
have already done so in the UK. 

Full-year results to end of June 2016 were broadly 
positive as a result of adding 808,000 new customers: 
revenue up 7% to c.£12bn; adjusted operating profit up 
12% to c.£1.6bn. The UK & Ireland (70% of revenues, 
97% of profits) continued to perform well, while Germany 
and Austria (13% of revenues) generated their first ever 
full-year operating profit. Finally, Italy (17% of revenues) 
saw customers increase for the first time in five years.

Back of the net
Last year, Sky bid £4.2bn for the 2016-2019 English 
Premier League rights – a whopping 83% increase since 
2012. This year, they agreed to a €4.6bn four-year deal 

to screen 93% of Bundesliga’s live games from 2017 – 
up 85% on the previous 2012 auction. Although costly, 
these deals are important and, in our view, remove two 
of the biggest risks to the company until 2018’s bidding. 
They should also be partly offset by management’s cost 
efficiency programme, on track to achieve annual savings 
of £200m by 2017, and £400m by 2020.

As well as several exciting new launches, Sky are also 
expanding their European streaming services. And ‘NOW 
TV’ is being launched in Italy, as is the UK’s first ever 
contract-free, triple-play bundle: ‘NOW TV Combo’. 

The online threat
But should we be concerned about customers cancelling 
multichannel subscriptions in favour of online streaming 
– as witnessed in the US? We don’t believe so. US 
pay-TV penetration rates are 90% – far higher than the 
UK – making Sky less susceptible to online alternatives. 
What’s more, UK offerings from Netflix and Amazon are 
significantly inferior to those in the US. Although it needs 
to be monitored, we don’t see an explicit risk to Sky’s 
business model. 

Considering their impressive combination of pricing 
power, resilient growth, expanding geographical footprint 
and cost efficiency programmes, we believe that the 
shares look attractive, currently trading on a 20% 
discount to the FTSE 350 on a P/E basis.

Sky
Alex Toohey 
Assistant Portfolio Manager
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Our top tips for pension planning:
• Start early – average life expectancy in the UK is 

getting higher, making retirements longer, so we  
need more money for later life 

• Take responsibility for your own financial future 
– final salary pension schemes are far less 
common than they were so the burden is falling 
on ourselves and not our employers

• Save what you can – a little regular saving now 
goes a long way in the future

• Regularly check that your plans are still  
on track – if your circumstances change you  
may need to adjust your retirement options

• Seek advice when you need it – financial 
planning can be complicated, especially further 
down the line when you may have multiple 
pension pots or more complex requirements. 
Free pensions advice is available from the 
Pensions Advisory Service, or a financial  
planner can look at your individual situation  
to ensure all your investments are working  
in line with your long-term needs.
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Matt Guterres 
Investment Manager

Featured Stocks

RPC Group
RPC Group is a FTSE 250 global design and engineering 
company – and Europe’s largest supplier of plastic 
packaging. They employ 20,000 people in 112 sites 
across Europe, Asia, North America and North Africa,  
and their products serve a wide range of markets 
including food, beverage, cosmetics, healthcare  
and industry.

Established in 1991 following a management buyout, 
they listed on the London Stock Exchange in 1993. An 
aggressive growth strategy followed, and between 1997 
and 2010 they made numerous acquisitions including: 

• Continental Plastic Europe 

• Wiko Group

• A further 11 manufacturing sites from former  
FTSE 250 constituent Rexam

• Nampak – one of Africa’s leading packaging groups. 

In 2010 they initiated a programme of amalgamations 
and divestments to fully realise all the synergies from 
previous acquisitions. And by 2013, RPC instigated a  
new strategy, ‘Vision 2020’, with four key aims: 

1. Continue to focus on organic growth in selected 
packaging and non-packaging markets. Growth in their 
underlying markets remains robust having delivered 
organic revenue growth of more than double GDP over 
the last two years. This is likely to continue with the 
European rigid plastic packaging market expected  
to grow by 2.2%p.a. between 2015 and 2020. 

2. Make selective acquisitions within Europe, where  
they are the market leader despite only having 6% 
market share. They have since made 10 acquisitions, 
adding c.£1.4bn of annual revenues and delivering an 
extra 16.8p of earnings per share. In the medium term, 
they expect to increase market share to at least 12%. 
As market leader they can realise more deal synergies 
than anyone else due to their scale – there is also 
limited interest in these acquisitions from competitors. 
Given management’s preference for both debt and 
equity to fund these deals, the balance sheet remains 
solid with net debt to EBITDA of 2.2x – well below their 
covenant restrictions of 3.5x. 

3. Create a meaningful presence outside Europe,  
which currently accounts for just 16% of revenues and 
is expected to grow by 5.2% annually until 2020 versus 
2.2% in Europe. We believe there is significant scope  
for RPC to realise this goal. 

4. Pursue opportunities in non-packaging markets  
(16% of total revenue), using core competencies to  
focus on select niches – e.g. mining, where cost-
control is crucial given depressed commodity prices. 
To exploit this opportunity, RPC has started replacing 
metal vehicle bumpers with plastic to reduce weight 
and running costs. 

We believe RPC’s management team is well placed  
to continue delivering this consolidation strategy while 
maintaining a robust balance sheet. As a result, RPC 
remains attractive, trading at a discount to the UK  
market on 15.0x 12-month forward earnings. 

RPC Group 
Share Price 904.5p
12 month high 905.4p
12 month low 579.8p
P/E 12 month forward 15.9x
Dividend yield 12 month forward 2.4%
Dividend cover 12 month forward 2.6x
Net Debt as at 31/03/2016 £775m
Source: Bloomberg and Quest®

Note: All data as at 19 September 2016. Rebased to 100

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns
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HarbourVest
Without rehashing its potential merits and detractions, 
the Brexit result has certainly created some interesting 
investment opportunities. As highlighted previously in this 
publication, one large movement was the fall in sterling 
relative to the US dollar. As a result, share prices for many 
UK-listed companies who derive a significant portion of 
revenue from overseas reached all-time highs, as their 
sterling-equivalent earnings received a ‘Brexit boost’. 

HarbourVest (HVPE), a fund of private equity funds 
with a market capitalisation of £765m, appears to 
be a beneficiary of the result – yet is still overlooked 
by investors. Now a constituent of the FTSE 250, the 
company is priced in sterling although the bulk of its 
assets and earnings (c.80%) are denominated in USD. 
Post the referendum result, the shares have risen by a 
modest 5% while the net asset value (NAV) of the fund 
has risen by 10%. The investment trust is currently 
trading on a 28% discount to its NAV – wider than its 
long-term average and many of its peers.

Premium listing
Established in 2007 with a main market listing in 
Amsterdam, HPVE coped relatively well during the  
global financial crisis, though subsequently investors 
shunned the sector as many of its peers entered the 
Crisis over-leveraged and over-committed to new 
investments. This resulted in the fund de-rating from 
trading at a premium to trading at a discount to its NAV. 
The Board of Directors has been proactive, resulting in  

an improved legal structure for the trust, a Premium 
London Stock Exchange listing status, and qualification 
for FTSE 250 inclusion. This has opened the fund to new 
potential investors, including tracker funds, and improved 
daily share liquidity.

HVPE invests in 34 HarbourVest Partners managed  
funds and has two Co-Investments. Through these  
funds, HVPE has exposure to 6,923 companies with 
significant weightings to the Consumer/Financial (35%) 
and Technology (31%) sectors. 66% of the portfolio is 
invested in established ‘buyout’ companies, while 34%  
is invested in often nascent ‘venture’, high growth 
companies. When analysed by vintage, 42% of the 
companies are in growth stage, 34% in investment  
stage and 24% in mature stage. 

Consistent performance
The manager HarbourVest Partners has a successful 
track record. Since inception, almost half of the HVPE 
portfolio has been turned over – and the average multiple 
of sale price achieved over initial cost price is 4.0x. HVPE 
publishes a monthly NAV which is conservatively valued, 
as the average uplift when an investment is sold is 38% 
above the last reported carry value. And, since HVPE’s 
inception, the NAV has risen by 9.7%pa while the share 
price has appreciated by 12.8% pa. Figures that should 
certainly provide food for thought.

Featured Stocks

HarbourVest 
Share Price 1,012p
12 month high 1,025p
12 month low 825p
Market cap £851m
Current discount to  
NAV from 31/08/2016  25%
Net Debt as at 31/03/2016 £2,711m
Source: Bloomberg and Quest®

Note: All data as at 19 September 2016. Rebased to 100

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns
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Robert Clough 
Investment Director
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Apple
Can the iPhone 7 rejuvenate Apple?
On 7 September Apple announced the launch of its 
eagerly anticipated iPhone 7. Given that earlier in the year 
the company reported its first drop in sales in  
13 years, courtesy of weakening iPhone sales, this is 
arguably one of the most important iPhone launches  
ever. By late spring the share price was flirting with 
US$90 (having fallen some 30% from last year’s US$133 
high) and trading on around 10x 12-month forward 
earnings, as investors fretted that Apple was about to  
go the way of the dodo (or more specifically Nokia).

Staying one step ahead
Accounting for just over 66% of Apple’s total net sales 
in 2015, the iPhone is clearly important to the company. 
We don’t disagree that Apple may one day lose its iconic 
status, but we don’t believe that this will happen any time 
soon, because: 

1. Nokia only lost its way when a paradigm shift occurred 
in the handset market (i.e. Apple launching the iPhone) 
– for the moment, Apple’s competitors are just trying 
to improve on Apple’s basic design. 

2. Having been the disrupter, Apple is acutely aware of 
this threat and is constantly developing new products 
such as the iPad, iWatch, iCar etc. 

3. Apple has the iOS operating system, which seamlessly 
connects all your Apple devices together in a reputedly 
secure ecosystem.

Unprecedented demand
Early indications are that the iPhone 7 is set to triumph, 
with both T-Mobile and Sprint (US mobile telecom 
operators) reporting record pre-orders – four times  
more than for the iPhone 6, according to T-Mobile. This 
level of take-up is hardly surprising given the pent-up 
demand from Apple’s existing base of older-generation 
iPhone users. In July, Apple announced that it had 
shipped its one billionth iPhone. And while the company 
does not disclose the total number of iPhones currently 
in use, the consensus seems to be that there is a 
connected base of some 500m iPhones, with around 
60% of these being the iPhone 5 model or older. While  
it is easy to skip one model upgrade, skipping two 
becomes more difficult – the older the phone, the  
more trouble running the latest applications.

All of this is not to say that Apple does not have issues, 
such as the recent furore surrounding the US$13bn back 
tax bill that the EU would like the Irish government to 
impose on the company. There is also the small matter 
of what to do with the US$200bn it holds overseas due 
to the punitive tax rates it would incur if it repatriated 
the profits to the US. Apart from the obvious financial 
implications, none of this does Apple’s uber-cool  
brand any good.

Marc Pullen 
Senior Equity Analyst

Apple 
Share Price US$113.6
12 month high US$122.5
12 month low US$90.4
P/E 12 month forward 12.7x
Dividend yield 12 month forward 2.1%
Dividend cover 12 month forward 3.8x
Net Debt as at 30/09/2015 US$22.9bn
Source: Bloomberg and Quest®

Note: All data as at 19 September 2016. Rebased to 100

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. These figures are shown in US$.  
These returns may differ significantly when converted to other currencies at the prevailing exchange rates.
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Investment involves risk. The investments discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future 
performance. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. The 
information provided is not to be treated as specific advice. It has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person or 
entity. Investors should make their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and resource and, if in any doubt, should seek specific advice 
from an investment adviser. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances of each client and may be subject to change in the future.

News & Views is a marketing communication under the FCA rules. It has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirement designed to promote the 
independence of Investment Research and we are therefore not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of Investment Research. 

Canaccord Genuity Quest® is used under licence and with permission of Canaccord Genuity Ltd. Accounts, Share Prices & Global Consensus Estimates data provided in 
conjunction with S&P Capital IQ © 2015; Benchmark Sector comparatives are based on the Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) and provided in conjunction 
with S&P Capital IQ © 2015 (and its affiliates, as applicable). see restrictions. Share prices are relative to the MSCI USA IMI (see restrictions) Quest® is at this stage 
registered in the UK and in the USA, and common law trade mark rights are asserted in other jurisdictions. CFROC, CITN and triAngle are trademarks of Canaccord 
Genuity Limited. 

This document has been produced for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related 
financial instruments. The information contained herein is based on materials and sources that we believe to be reliable, however, Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
Management makes no representation or warranty, either express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained 
herein. All opinions and estimates included in this document are subject to change without notice and Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management is under no obligation to 
update the information contained herein. None of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management, its affiliates or employees shall have any liability whatsoever for any indirect 
or consequential loss or damage arising from any use of this document.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management and/or connected persons may, from time to time, have positions in, make a market in and/or effect transactions in any 
investment or related investment mentioned herein and may provide financial services to the issuers of such investments.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management does not make any warranties, express or implied, that the products, securities or services mentioned are available in your 
jurisdiction. Accordingly, if it is prohibited to advertise or make the products, securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you (by reason of nationality, 
residence or otherwise) such products, securities or services are not directed at you.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Limited (CGWL) and Canaccord Genuity Financial Planning Limited (CGFPL), 
both of which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Both are wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. and have their 
registered office at 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7AE. CGWL is registered in England no. 03739694, CGFPL is registered in England no. 02762351.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (“CGWM”) is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (“CGWI”) which is licensed and regulated by 
the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle of Man Financial Service Authority and the Jersey Financial Services Commission and is a member of the London 
Stock Exchange and the Channel Islands Securities Exchange, CGWI is registered in Guernsey no. 22761 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity Group 
Inc. Registered office: Trafalgar Court, Admiral Park, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 2JA. 
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To us there are no foreign markets.™

Your world isn’t confined to a single set of geographic coordinates.  
Neither should your investments be. We search the globe to find  
outstanding investment ideas, wherever they happen to be. Contact  
us on 020 7665 4500 to find out more about the wealth management  
services we offer. | canaccordgenuity.com

Investments can fall in value and you might get back less than you invested.

In the UK, this advert is communicated by Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (CGWM) which is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Ltd (CGWL) and 
Canaccord Genuity Financial Planning Limited (CGFPL), which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. In the Channel Islands CGWM is a trading 
name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth International Limited (CGWI) which is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle of Man Financial 
Services Authority and the Jersey Financial Services Commission. CGWL and CGWI are wholly owned subsidiaries of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. Canaccord Genuity 
Wealth Management does not make any warranties, express or implied that the products, securities or services mentioned are available in your jurisdiction. Accordingly, 
if it is prohibited to advertise or make the products, securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you (by reason of nationality, residence or otherwise) such 
products, securities or services are not directed at you.

Where will your investments take you?
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